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The idea for Spectrum was inspired by New Glass Ancient Skill, an exhibition held at Blackwell House in 2013
which was a survey of emerging talent from the UK. Spectrum highlights new work emerging from Edinburgh
College of Art, the whole United Kingdom and also includes glass artists from Denmark, Norway, South Korea,
Costa Rica and America. There is a broad range of technical skills and innovation demonstrated within this
exhibition, combining both traditional and new technologies with examples of collaborative work, highlighting
the diversity of the field. The curatorial approach seeks to present different stories and ideas and transcend the
traditional studio context. Spectrum is a celebration of The Gallery’s commitment to emerging and established
talent.
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Front cover: Scott Benefield, Lattimo: Composition, 2013
handblown glass, using a variety of cane and murrine
techniques, wood, 75 x 51 x 24 cms
Left: Dante Marioni, Reticello Urn, 2010
blown glass, 73 x 28 cms

SCOTT BENEFIELD b.1956
Scott Benefield studied at Ohio State University, USA in 1990. He currently works from his studio in County
Antrim, Northern Ireland. He is an internationally renowned glassblower specialising in Venetian cane
techniques. In 2013 Scott was given a Queen Elizabeth Scholarship Trust award to further his studies in the
chemistry of coloured glass; and a residency at the Corning Museum of Glass to pursue the development of
new work. The Lattimo collection exhibited in Spectrum is the result of the Corning residency.
“My work draws upon a particular heritage in the history of glass: the golden age of 16th century Venetian
glassblowing. In this tradition, the ability of glass to change its state from a solid to a liquid is pushed to
the limit - everything that gives the final object its form or decoration happens at elevated temperatures,
emphasising the fluid nature of glass and the glassblower’s dexterity. There is no engraving or painting or
reshaping afterwards. The entire object is created in real, continuous time and as such is a record of the
reactions and decision-making that occur in a split second as the material is moving in your hands.
The objects that I make are the result of my research into the origins of these Renaissance glassblowing
techniques; how they were updated in the 20th century when modernism merged with traditional
craftsmanship; and what strategies can be employed to develop innovative expressions by leveraging that
knowledge of the material’s history.
My concern as a maker has been to engage the history of the medium in an informed way, and to participate
in that continuum. I try to build on that history by creating new means of expression - inventing new patterns
by exploring permutations, increasing my understanding of the material by going back to the same conditions
of fire and gravity, using the same tools that have shaped glass for two millennia.” Scott Benefield, 2014
Public Collections include:
Museum of American Glass, USA
The North Lands Creative Glass Collection, Scotland
Museum of Glass, Tacoma, USA

Scott Benefield, Northern Ireland, 2013

Lattimo: Composition, 2013, handblown glass, using a variety of cane and murrine techniques, wood, 75 x 51 x 24 cms

JULI BOLAÑOS-DURMAN b.1984

Juli Bolaños-Durman studied Graphic Design at Veritas University, San José, Costa Rica, before
undertaking an MA in glass at Edinburgh College of Art in 2011. During her time at ECA Juli was
mentored by renowned glass artists Keiko Mukaide, Heather Gillespie and Katharine Coleman. Since
graduating in 2013 Juli has won a clutch of awards and was shortlisted for the Jerwood Makers Open
2014.
“The primary theme within my creative process is the exploration of preciousness and how intuitive
play jumpstarts the creation of new ideas within the studio practice. Preciousness is not only the value
or quality of the materials themselves but more so the journey of transformation they represent. I find
myself favouring and treasuring objects that act as storytellers and constitute experiences that are a link
to emotional connections. Therefore, it is essential for the creative process to give the artwork the same
significance. I want to create raw pieces that are put together intuitively through the joyfulness of play,
explore the different materials to create new meaning and invite the audience to become part of the
journey. This is how the Ode to Intuición Series of vessels came to life.” Juli Bolaños-Durman, 2014
Significant Commissions include:
Chancellor’s Fellowship Award Commission presented by the Chancellor of the University Princess Anne,
HRH The Princess Royal.
Juli Bolaños-Durman is represented by Joanna Bird, London.

Juli Bolaños-Durman in her studio, Edinburgh, 2014. Photo: Ainsley Francis

Ode to Intuición Series, 2013
(Vessels from left to right)
Champagne twirl, 16 x 7 cms
Cacatúa, 22 x 12 cms
Mensaje in a bottle, 17 x 8 cms
All pieces are made from found, blown and engraved glass
Photo: Shannon Tofts

Ode to Intuición Series, 2013
(Vessels from left to right)
Pink Penelope, 13 x 6 cms
Isma, 14 x 5 cms
King’s Guard, 19 x 9 cms
Henita, 13 x 6 cms
Carusel Tutú, 7 x 6 cms
All pieces are made from found, blown and engraved glass
Photo: Shannon Tofts

KAREN BROWNING b.1969

Karen Browning has used glass as a recurrent medium throughout her career, she holds a degree in
Architecture from Oxford Brookes University, a Masters in site-specific sculpture from Wimbledon School
of Art and a Masters in Glass from Swansea Metropolitan University.
Karen uses cast and polished glass to alter perceptions of space through its reflections, both internal and
external. She has worked with the world-class glass artist Colin Reid, as his studio assistant for 9 years,
during which time cast glass has become her main medium.
“Black mirrors have been used throughout history, from the mystical, scrying and moon viewing, to the
technological and aesthetic, for example the Claude Mirrors used by 17th century landscape painters. Mirrors
create another space, altering or confirming a sense of self or place and through deception, illusion, and
reflection provide a luminous space for contemplation.” Karen Browning, 2014
“in the mirror I see myself there where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up behind the
surface.” Michel Foucault, Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias.
Karen's work is in private collections in Europe, Hong Kong and Australia, and has twice been selected for
the British Glass Biennale.

Karen Browning in Colin Reid’s studio, 2013. Photo: John Heseltine

Black Mirror, 2013, kiln cast black glass, polished and sandblasted, 40 x 40 x 4 cms
Photo: Simon Bruntnell

KATHARINE COLEMAN b.1949
Katharine Coleman studied glass engraving at Morley College, London, 1984-6.
“I was taught drill and copper wheel glass engraving by Peter Dreiser and continue to explore these techniques
at my workshop in Clerkenwell. Working on blown, colour-cased glass, my subject matter ranges widely from
natural history to the modern urban landscape.
Wheel engraving on glass does not need to be traditional in style or content. My work is focused on the properties
of the glass and the action of specific wheel engraving marks, drawing the eye beyond the surface, into the glass
where refraction develops further possibilities. By teaching workshops in the UK, Germany (Frauenau), Spain
(Escuela Superior, La Granja) and the USA (The Studio at Corning Museum), I aim to keep this beautiful, highly
skilled technique alive for another generation.” Katharine Coleman, 2014
Following Katharine Coleman’s successful solo exhibition at The Scottish Gallery in 2011, the Corning Museum
of Glass, USA commissioned a new piece of work for their public collection. The Scottish Gallery has enabled
National Museums Scotland, National Museums Northern Ireland and Norwich Castle Museum and Art Gallery to
acquire Katharine’s work for their permenant collections.
Public Collections include:
Broadfield House Glass Museum, West Midlands
Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum, Gloucestershire
The North Lands Creative Glass Collection, Scotland
The Shipley Art Gallery, Gateshead
National Museums Scotland, Edinburgh
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg, Germany
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Kamenicky Senov, Czech Republic
Corning Museum of Glass, USA
National Museums Northern Ireland, Belfast
Norwich Castle Museum and Art Gallery, Norwich

Katharine Coleman in her studio, London, 2011. Photo: Lara Platman

Little Grey Fishbowls IV, 2013
Smoke grey glass overlaid on clear lead crystal, blown glass, cut, polished & wheel engraved, 11 x 7 cms

Kimono Bowls, 2012
Yellow & green glass overlaid on heavy clear lead
crystal, blown glass, cut, polished & wheel engraved
11 x 8.5 cms

HEATHER GILLESPIE b.1984

Heather Gillespie is a self taught glass artist. After graduating from Edinburgh College of Art in 2006 she
spent a year in the remote village of Kamenicky Senov in the Czech Republic studying techniques, refining
her skills and perfecting her craft. In 2008 Heather was elected by the Crafts Council, London to complete
their Next Move scheme which enabled her to obtain a studio in the glass department at the University of
Wolverhampton.
“Before creating a piece of glass, I produce a series of sketches and designs. Once the glass has been blown,
I begin the process of cutting and polishing the glass to a high standard, ready for engraving. I am interested
in the 16th century art of copper wheel engraving. Copper wheel engraving is a satisfying and rewarding
process as there are only a handful of glass engravers working in the UK today.” Heather Gillespie, 2014
Selected Awards:
The Balvenie Master of Craft, 2012
Thomas Lyte Award, 2008
Public Collections include:
Glass Museum Kamenicky Senov, Czech Republic

Heather Gillespie, Bettyhill, Sutherland, Scotland, December 2013. Photo: North Lands Creative Glass

Mariniere, 2014
Lead crystal glass, cut and engraved (the vessel has
been flattened on both sides) 50 x 28 cms

CHOI KEERYONG b.1976

Choi Keeryong studied at Hanyang University, South Korea in 2003 before attending Edinburgh College of
Art in 2007 where he completed a Masters and a PhD in glass. During this time he was artist in residence
at ECA where he continues to work.
Choi’s intention for creating this body of work is to explore how the ambiguity of an individual’s cultural
interpretation can be expressed through his creative practice as a glass artist. His artistic approach to
the subject of cultural study in glass art is inspired by his personal experiences in foreign cultures. Choi
believes that this exploration provokes emotions and feelings and he manipulates this powerful tool within
his practice to promote the awareness of stereotypes in cultural understanding.
Choi has developed inlaid colouring techniques inspired by the ancient Korean “Saggam” pottery and he
delineates geometric patterns and counterfeit letters onto glass artworks, encapsulating them in between
layers of transparent glass. The use of the historical symbolism of tea and the popularity of English
manufactured ceramic teapots are used as a metaphor for cultural stereotypes in both West and East.
“My artistic approach is inspired by my personal experiences of being ‘in-between-ness’ in terms of my
current cultural location. I believe that my artworks allow me to provoke the feeling of “uncanny” from
viewers; by using unfamiliar imagery on familiar materials or vice versa, I aim to explore the aesthetic
perceptions of different cultural groups.” Choi Keeryong, 2014

Choi Keeryong, Edinburgh College of Art, 2014

Korean glass 19, 2013
Blown, inlaid glass, ceramic parts from English
manufactured teapots, 26 x 15 cms

Korean glass 20, 2013, 25 x 17 cms
Korean glass 21, 2013, 28 x 16.5 cms
Korean glass 22, 2013, 30 x 14.5 cms
Blown, inlaid glass, ceramic parts from English manufactured teapots

VIDAR KOKSVIK b.1969

Vidar Koksvik studied glass at The Orrefors Glass School, Sweden and then at the University for the Creative
Arts, Farnham, Surrey from 1995 - 98. He is one of Norway’s leading lights in contemporary glass and currently
works from his studio in Tjura, Norway.
“I think of myself as a glass sampler. My glassblowing technique is developed from a mixture of influences; some
from the Swedish glass school, some from my summers at the Norwegian Randsfjord Glass factory, a good
portion of American-Venetian and a hint of British. My artistic language is created much in the same manner; I
have a fascination for historical glass, I look to modern and contemporary glass, other crafts and arts and it all
informs my own expression in the material. Running a studio glass workshop I enjoy my diverse production,
ranging from functional glassware and unique art glass to larger scale installations and commissions. My unique
art pieces are all blown, decorative-sculptural with a functional origin, sometimes also engraved and narrative.
The strong fascination with the endless possibilities with cane and murrini never ends. Zanfirico, Latticino,
Merletto, Ballottini, Filigrana… The names of the cane techniques alone can evoke addiction. I don’t know if my
style of using canes in many layers to create a random, intricate pattern has a name. Maybe I should call it Mille
Livello. Or Mille Linee. Anything sounds good in Italian.” Vidar Koksvik
Public Collections include:
Museum of Decorative Arts and Design, Oslo
West Norway Museum of Decorative Art, Bergen
Sørlandets Art Museum, Norway
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Norway

Vidar Koksvik, Tjura, Norway

Kaleidoscope, 2013
Blown glass, 57cm tall
Photo: Morten Brun

DANTE MARIONI b.1964

Dante Marioni was born into a family of glassblowers and from an early age he spent summers at Pilchuck
Glass School in Washington, USA and he went on to study glassblowing at The Glass Eye, Washington.
Dante’s passion for glass was also stimulated by the artists that he came into contact with from the American
studio glass movement in San Francisco. His work reveals combinations of classical Greek, Italian, and
modern forms using opaque and transparent colors. His amphoras, vases and ewers are derived from
Greek and Etruscan prototypes, yet they are imaginatively and sometimes whimsically reinterpreted.
Dante Marioni is considered a master of glassblowing and his work is held in numerous private and public
collections worldwide.
“I have never really been in love with all the obvious qualities of glass. I am more in love with the process and
the traditions, age-old and of the contemporary studio variety. Form is always my primary concern; light
manipulation and color are almost an afterthought.” Dante Marioni, 2014
Selected Awards:
Elected to the College of Fellows, American Craft Council, New York, 2012
Outstanding Achievement in Glass, Urban Glass Award, New York, 1997
Young Americans, American Craft Museum, New York, 1988
Public Collections include:
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
New Zealand National Museum, Auckland
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
National Museum of Stockholm, Sweden
Japanese National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, Japan
American Museum of Art and Design, New York
Corning Museum of Glass, New York

Dante Marioni, 2011

Reticello Urn, 2010, blown glass, 73 x 28 cms
Photo: William Van Esland

White Reticello Acorn, 2010
blown glass, 30.5 x 25.5 cms
Photo: William Van Esland

JAMES MASKREY b.1967
James Maskrey started working with glass in 1990. He originally trained as an apprentice and subsequently worked
for 7 years at a hot glass studio in Dorset. In 1997 he embarked on a three dimensional design degree in glass
at the University for the Creative Arts, Farnham, Surrey. After graduating in 2000 he was appointed as artist in
residence at Farnham. In 2001 James joined the glass and ceramics department at the University of Sunderland and
in 2002 he started his masters in glass, graduating in 2004. James continues to work for the University, specialising
in hot glass.
“I use predominantly hot glass to create factual and imagined objects that often take the form of individual pieces
or collections of curiosities. Inspiration comes from many sources: personal experiences, peculiar facts, elaborate
hoaxes and more recently, voyages of discovery, endeavour and exploration all help to inform, whilst a passion for
both traditional craft skills and innovative new technologies play an important part in the execution of the work.”
James Maskrey, 2014
In May 2012, the Crafts Council, London acquired a piece of James’ work for their permanent collection.
Public Collections include:
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
Crafts Council, London
National Museums Scotland, Edinburgh
Perth Museum and Art Gallery, Scotland
Captain Cook Memorial Museum, UK
The North Lands Creative Glass Collection, Scotland
Crystallex Collection, Czech Republic
University of Sunderland, UK
Manchester Metropolitan University, UK
University for the Creative Arts, Farnham

James Maskrey in the hot glass studio at the University of Sunderland, 2013

Black Perigord, (black truffle jar) 2013, 40 x 11 cms
Alba Madonna, (white truffle jar) 2013, 40 x 11 cms
Free-blown, cut and fire polished jar, free-blown lid, lampworked boar, hot sculpted truffle
Photo: David Williams

Terra Nova Pocket Diary, 2013
Freeblown bottle with printed and cased inclusions, 33 x 11 cms
The Shore Part, 2013
freeblown cup and saucer, printed and cased inclusion, printed details, 8 x 14 cms
Photo: David Williams

LISA PETTIBONE b.1960

Lisa Pettibone studied three-dimensional design in glass at the University for the Creative Arts,
Farnham, Surrey in 2006. In the same year she won the International Takifuji Art Award, Tokyo.
Originally from California, USA, Lisa has been working from her studio in Surrey since her
graduation.
In recent years, Lisa has completed three prestigious commissions for The National Trust.
“At the core of my work is a desire to record tension, gravity, compression and energy flow. Although
these things are common natural phenomena, tangibly present in all things, I am fascinated by the
process of revealing them. Conceptually I draw on man’s conflicting relationship with nature and
merge these ideas with the qualities and limits of the material. In recent work I have looked at the
complexity of organic forms and man’s tendency to ‘crop’ growth. Glass allows me to work with
reflection, transparency and light in expressing the energy present in constructed forms. Often I leave
an aspect of the work to form itself whether in the kiln or when it is displayed thus retaining a sense
of spontaneity.” Lisa Pettibone, 2014
Bale (overleaf) was shortlisted for the National Open Art prize, 2013 and will be featured in the
Corning Museum of Glass, New York, publication New Glass Review, May 2014.

Lisa Pettibone in her studio, Surrey, 2014

Bale, 2013, fused and lustred glass wall piece, 42 diameter cms

Revolver, 2013, fused glass (pair of wall pieces), 44 diameter cms each

MICHAEL RUH b.1961

Michael Ruh studied sculpture at Drake University, College of Fine Arts, Iowa and then at the University
of Denver before enrolling on a Hot Glass course at the Instituut voor Kunstambachten in Belgium. As
well as making unique glass art, Michael makes a range of tableware, flower vases and lighting together
with his wife and business partner Natascha Wahl and a small team in their London Studio.
Michael is inspired by the Bauhaus for its unadorned functionality and Frank Lloyd Wright for the
consideration and incorporation of natural surroundings within the design process. He also admires Tapio
Wirkkalas Scandinavian design forms where functionality incorporates the natural world through every
aspect of an object.
“My aesthetic is influenced by the ephemeral constructed layerings of wasps’ nests, lines and patterns
carved by receded floodwaters and my colour palette is inspired by a barren desert landscape or the
falling light of an urban sunset. I have developed a unique technique of scribing the interiors of my vessels;
lines are scribed within each piece during the making process. Each piece thus describes and records my
interaction with the object during the making process.” Michael Ruh, 2014
Public Collections include:
Blackwell, The Arts & Crafts House, Cumbria
National Museums Scotland, Edinburgh

Michael Ruh in his studio, London. Photo: Julian Love

Useless vessel, 2007, free blown glass, surface embellished, 20 x 25 cms (outer vessel)
Photo: James Champion, London

ANGELA THWAITES b.1960

Angela Thwaites studied glass and ceramics at West Surrey College of Art and Design, Farnham from
1979-1982 (now known as the University for the Creative Arts). From 1987 she was assistant to glass
artists Catherine Hough and Steven Newell for seven years. Angela is currently a Senior Lecturer for
Design Crafts at De Montfort University, Leicester and has previously taught at the Royal College of Art,
London.
Angela develops ideas over periods of time, usually resulting in a range of related pieces grown out of
an initial concept. Current ideas revolve around metaphors and meaning explored through research and
drawing to define appropriate forms. The character and atmosphere of each piece is established through
model-making and a number of translation processes take place before the object materialises in glass.
“The forms in this exhibition were derived from elemental/rudimentary/timeless starting points (eggs,
heads, meterorites) with techniques originating from 4,000 years ago - glass cast around a core. The inside
is deeply textured, volcanic, visible but untouchable through the smooth and flawless exterior surface.
Smudges and striations of colour run deeply into the mass which looks molten but is now cool and still,
like polar a landscape.” Angela Thwaites, 2014
Public Collections include:
Cowdy Gallery Glass Collection, Gloucestershire, UK
Gozthony Kuria, Kaposvar, Hungary
Glasmuseum Frauenau, Germany
Musee des Arts Decoratif, Lausanne, Switzerland

Angela Thwaites in her studio

Arctic Splendours, 2012, core cast and polished glass, 12 x 8 cms each
Photo: Robert Taylor

Informal Masses, 2013, mould melted low iron float glass, 32 x 15 cms each
Photo: Robert Taylor

TORA URUP b.1960

Tora Urup spent time in Tokoname, Japan working with ceramics from 1982-83; this time inspired her
to study ceramics and glass at the School of Decorative Art, Denmark in 1989 and the Royal College of
Art, London, gradutating with an MA in 1994. She subsequently returned to Denmark to collaborate
with Holmegaard glassworks and Royal Copenhagen porcelain.
During the last ten years, Tora has had a particular interest in exploring the effects obtained within
a series of circular glass bowls. The combination of selected colours in layers of glass interplaying
with each other and the varying thicknesses of clear glass, enables different spatial perceptions to be
experienced which invert the conventional understanding of the traditional glass bowl.
Selected Awards:
Bayerischer Staatspreis (Bavarian State Award), 2009
Inga and Ejvind Kold Christensen’s Honorary Award, 2010
Public Collections include:
The Arts Council, Denmark
The Glass Museum, Denmark
Design Museum, Denmark
Design Museum, Finland
The Craft and Design Museum, Iceland
Museum of Modern Glass, Germany

Tora Urup in her studio, Copenhagen, Denmark. Photo: Stuart McIntyre

Bowl, 2012, blown and encased with over and underlay coloured glass layers, cut and polished, 26 diameter x 12 h cms

ANDREA WALSH b.1974

Andrea Walsh studied fine art at Staffordshire University before completing an MA in glass design at
Edinburgh College of Art in 2001. In 2009 Andrea was awarded a residency with Wedgwood from the
British Ceramics Biennial. During her time at the factory she developed her practice, combining glass and
ceramics, and was inspired by the Minton brand archives that have helped inform her recent body of work.
“I am fascinated by materials, specifically by their physical characteristics and their symbolism. In working
with ceramics and glass, I make container and vessel forms which investigate their shared properties of
clarity, purity and translucency. Exploring the inherent familiarity and historical associations of these
materials, pieces are sometimes composed in collections and groups, through which I am interested to
engage the viewer in a spontaneous and tactile investigation of the work” Andrea Walsh, 2014
Andrea recently completed a prestigious tableware commission for Tom Kitchin’s flagship restaurant in
Edinburgh.
Selected Awards:
Artist’s Bursary, Creative Scotland, 2013
Craft Maker Awards, Edinburgh City Council, 2012
Craft Bursary, Inches Carr Trust, 2011
Public Collections:
Victoria & Albert Museum, London

Andrea Walsh, Edinburgh, 2011

Collection of Faceted Boxes, 2009-2013, fine bone china and glass, 34 cms wide. Photo: Shannon Tofts

Two Tiny Faceted Boxes, 2012, fine bone china and 22ct burnished gold with clear glass, 4.5 cms wide.
Photo: Shannon Tofts

James Maskrey
Black Perigord, (black truffle jar) 2013, 40 x 11 cms
Alba Madonna, (white truffle jar) 2013, 40 x 11 cms
Free-blown, cut and fire polished jar, free-blown lid,
lampworked boar, hot sculpted truffle
Photo: David Williams

